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Abstract
We propose Fuzzy Jaccard Index (FUJI) – a scale-invariant score for assessment of
the similarity between two ranked/ordered lists. FUJI improves upon the Jaccard in-
dex by incorporating a membership function which takes into account the particular
ranks, thus producing both more stable and more accurate similarity estimates. We
provide theoretical insights into the properties of the FUJI score as well as propose
an efficient algorithm for computing it. We also present empirical evidence of its
performance on different synthetic scenarios. Finally, we demonstrate its utility
in a typical machine learning setting – comparing feature ranking lists relevant
to a given machine learning task. In real-life, and in particular high-dimensional
domains, where only a small percentage of the whole feature space might be rele-
vant, a robust and confident feature ranking leads to interpretable findings as well
as efficient computation and good predictive performance. In such cases, FUJI
correctly distinguishes between existing feature ranking approaches, while being
more robust and efficient than the benchmark similarity scores.
1 Introduction
A set similarity score quantifies the discrepancy between two nonempty sets. The utility of these
similarity scores has been demonstrated in various applications related to information retrieval
[32, 39, 60], recommender systems [11, 17], gene selection [34] etc. In the context of practical
applications in machine learning and data mining, such scores pertain to various aspects of data
pre-processing [40], method design [49] and evaluation [37, 59]. While there is a plethora of different
similarity scores utilized for various tasks[12], here we focus on set similarity scores that operate
on ordered sets i.e. lists. Their function is systematically described by set of properties [40] that
determine whether the score: i) is fully defined for all non-empty lists, ii) is bounded, i.e., does the
score take values only from a finite interval [a, b] ⊂ R, iii) achieves maximum iff the two lists are
equal, iv) includes correction for chance, i.e., what is the expected score value for two randomly
ordered lists, and v) is a monotone function on the intersection of the lists.
A typical approach for computing set similarity scores is utilizing the Jaccard Index [24]. The Jaccard
Index is one of the most widely used similarity measures for sets employed across a variety of
domains. Applications in machine learning include measuring feature ranking stability [26, 42], or
as part of the heuristic for feature selection [61], etc. However, despite its popularity, the standard
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Jaccard Index is often unstable and does not have a mechanism for correction of chance. Other, more
sophisticated measures, that attempt to address the limitations of Jaccard include: POG [37] and
its normalized counterpart nPOG [59], Hamming [13], Kuncheva [30], Lustgarten [35], Wald [54],
Pearson [40], Krízek [29], CWrel [45], Fuzzy (Goodman and Kruskal’s) gamma coefficient [5, 22]
as well as well as ordinary correlation based on the ranking scores. All of these, except correlation,
ignore the ranking scores and rely solely on the ordering, thus are often unstable and unable to
accurately detect apparent similarities.
In this paper, we address these shortcomings and propose an improved score – the Fuzzy Jaccard
Index (FUJI). FUJI builds upon the Jaccard index by incorporating a membership function which
takes into account the particular ranks, resulting in both more stable and more accurate similarity
estimates. We provide theoretical properties of FUJI and showcase its benefits on three illustrative
synthetic scenarios, comparing it to other similarity scores. Moreover, we demonstrate the utility
of FUJI in a typical machine learning setting – comparing feature ranking lists relevant to a given
machine learning task. Even though there exist many (feature) ranking algorithms, understanding how
they relate to each other remains an important research question. Moreover, a key aspect of evaluation
of a ranking algorithm is also estimating its stability. Both of these tasks boil down to measuring
similarities, either between rankings produced by different algorithms, or rankings produced by the
same algorithm given some data variations (e.g., when performing cross-validation [5]).
Feature ranking [41] is a machine learning task where the goal is to obtain a list of features ordered by
their relevance to a particular task, in other words, it solves the all-relevant problem [38]. It is related
to the task of feature selection [41, 46] where the goal is to find the smallest subset of k features
that lead to accurate predictions given the relevance of every feature in the dataset, or it solves the
minimal-optimal problem. Feature ranking can be used to perform feature selection by imposing a
threshold on the relevance scores of the features. These tasks are a direct response to the current
trend of ever-increasing amounts of data, datasets are becoming more and more high-dimensional,
challenging the typical machine learning process. In practice, this is often referred to as "the curse
of dimensionality" and is a major issue for a typical machine learning algorithm when applied to
tasks such as biomarker discovery [21, 47, 56] where even though there are many available features
only a small subset is relevant [1]. Moreover, besides performing feature selection, feature ranking
algorithms also offer explanations of the model and its decisions, particularly useful in the case of
black-box approaches (e.g., random forests [6]) or neural networks [7, 49]).
The contributions of this work are multi-fold, and are summarized as follows:
1. We present an efficient algorithm (and provide its implementation) for computing FUJI
similarity scores.
2. We offer theoretical insights into the properties of the FUJI score, finding its exact lower
bounds, as well as the lower bounds for the area under the JACCARD and FUJI curve.
Moreover, we find the score-minimizing pairs when they exist or prove they do not exist.
We show that FUJI is a generalization of JACCARD.
3. Through synthetic study, we show the limitations of the other similarity measures, and how
are they resolved with FUJI.
4. We empirically show that FUJI should be preferred over JACCARD and the other 10 similarity
scores in a wide range of real-world scenarios by comparing different feature ranking
methods for various classification tasks, including a case study on the genes dataset.
The code and the results are available here.
2 Proposed method
This section introduces and explains the FUJI score. It describes its properties and demonstrates its
utility on three synthetic scenarios where we compare FUJI to other benchmark similarity scores,
outlined in the previous section.
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2.1 Preliminaries
We denote an ordered list accompanied with ranking scores as rankings. Given a set of n > 1 items
xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the ranking is defined by a vector r = (r1, . . . , rn), where ri is a relevance score of
the item xi. The rank of the item xi in the ranking r is denoted by rankr(xi) ≥ 1.
Following the order statistic notation, the i-th ranked item is denoted by x(i) and its relevance score
by r(i), thus rankr(x(i)) = i. We assume non-negative relevance and that no two positive scores are
equal.
Consider two rankings r and s. The standard Jaccard Index (JACCARD) is based on computing the
similarity between the sets of the top-ranked items of these two rankings. In particular, for a given a
ranking r of n items xi, we denote these sets as Skr , namely S
k
r = {x(i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, for all k ≤ n.
The JACCARD score is defined as
JACCARD(r, s, k) =
∣∣Skr ∩ Sks ∣∣ / ∣∣Skr ∪ Sks ∣∣ , (1)
where |S| denotes the cardinality of the set S. If we introduce the membership function µS of a set
S, i.e., µS(x) = 1 if x ∈ S, and µS(x) = 0 otherwise. Therefore the set sizes from Eq. (11) can be
rewritten as ∣∣Skr ∩ Sks ∣∣ = ∑
x∈Skr∪Sks
min{µSkr (x), µSks (x)}, (2)∣∣Skr ∪ Sks ∣∣ = ∑
x∈Skr∪Sks
max{µSkr (x), µSks (x)}. (3)
The membership function, utilized by the standard JACCARD, comes with a number of undesirable
properties when comparing rankings. Namely, since JACCARD relies only on the ordering of the
items and ignores the actual scores, in many scenarios, it is unstable and unable to accurately detect
apparently different similarities, as shown in Sec. 2.4.
2.2 Method Definition
The Fuzzy Jaccard Index (FUJI) extends the standard JACCARD and overcomes its limitations. In
particular, given a ranking r = (r1, . . . , rn), we define the membership function as
µFSkr (xi) =

1 ; xi ∈ Skr
ri/r(k) ; xi /∈ Skr ∧ r(k) > 0
0 ; otherwise
. (4)
Note that r(k) (relevance of x(k)) is the minimal relevance of the items in Skr , so, effectively, we
extend the sets Skr , by allowing other items with similar (but lower) relevance to r(k) to be considered
when computing the intersection given in Eq. (2). Finally, following Eq. (1), (2) and (3), FUJI is
defined as
FUJI(r, s, k) =
∑
x∈Skr∪Sks min{µFSkr (x), µ
F
Sks
(x)}∑
x∈Skr∪Sks max{µFSkr (x), µ
F
Sks
(x)} (5)
As shown later, this gives both more stable and more accurate similarity estimates. Note also that
computing only relative scores ri/r(k) makes FUJI scale-invariant.
2.3 Area Under the FUJI Curve
When comparing rankings, FUJI can be further utilized by constructing and inspecting a curve, where
each point k of the curve refers to
(k, fk) = (k, FUJI(r, s, k)); 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Such a curve can reveal how similar are two rankings up to some arbitrary cut-off point k0 (e.g.,
Fig. 1). On the other hand, a more condensed approach is to additionally compute the area under the
constructed curve (AUC ), thus aggregating it into a single value.
3
This allows for a clearer comparison of different pairs of rankings, especially in cases when comparing
multiple intersecting curves. Given a FUJI curve, computing AUC FUJI is straightforward: trapezoidal
rule is used and the area is scaled to the interval [0, 1] by the factor 1/(n− 1), i.e.,
AUC FUJI(r, s) =
1
n− 1
(
f1 + fn
2
+
n−1∑
k=2
fk
)
. (6)
An efficient algorithm for computing the FUJI curve is presented in the supplementary material
(Appendix C). Efficiency is mostly gained by avoiding unnecessary calculations: First, the values
fk are computed incrementally, and second, it benefits from storing the current intersection and
symmetric difference of the sets of top k items instead of their intersection and union.
2.4 Illustrative Synthetic Scenarios
Reverse rankings. Consider two rankings r and s of n = 10 items where
r = (100, 100−∆, . . . , 100− (n− 1)∆) (7)
s = (100− (n− 1)∆, . . . , 100−∆, 100) (8)
For large values of ∆, the similarity of r and s should be small. Analogously, for really small values
of ∆, that correspond to the cases when the items have (approximately) the same relevance but there
is some randomness included in the ranking algorithm, these two rankings should be considered
similar. Fig. 1 reveals that FUJI is capable of detecting this: with ∆ approaching 0, the FUJI values
approach 1, while being low for larger values of ∆.
When comparing FUJI to the other scores, shown in Fig. 3(a), we can see that none of the other can
successfully detect that the similarity between the rankings increases with ∆. This also holds for the
Gamma and correlation scores, which both still have a constant value of −1, even though the Gamma
score is fuzzy and the correlation score takes the rankings into account.
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Fuji, ∆ = 10
Fuji, ∆ = 5
Fuji, ∆ = 1
Fuji, ∆ = 0.5
Fuji, ∆ = 0.1
Jaccard
Figure 1: FUJI and JACCARD values for different numbers of top-ranked items (x-axis), for the
reversed rankings r and s (Equations (7) and (8)), for different values of ∆.
Correlated items. It often happens that the data contain sets of correlated (or at least dependent)
items. For instance, [58] study the stability of recursive-feature-elimination methods for the gas-
sensor data. Items from each ranking, therefore, have similar relevance but may be assigned (slightly)
different scores, caused by implicit noise in the data or random component in the algorithm itself.
We simulate this scenario by considering two rankings of n = 10 items that come in pairs. The pairs
have the same positions in both rankings, however, the items in each pair appear in the opposite order:
r = (100, 100−∆, 80, 80−∆, . . . , 20, 20−∆) (9)
s = (s1, . . . , sn), where s2i = r2i−1, s2i−1 = r2i (10)
As we can see in Fig. 2, in such scenarios the JACCARD score is unstable and unreliable. Independently
of the ∆ parameter, it increases from 0 at k = 1 to 1 at k = 2, then it decreases to 0.5 at k = 3 etc.
The FUJI score, on the other hand, is more stable and correctly detects a mostly similar ordering
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Figure 2: FUJI and JACCARD values for different numbers of top-ranked items (x-axis), for the
rankings r and s (Equations (9) and (10)) of correlated items, for different values of ∆.
of the items, especially in cases when the ∆ values are low. The comparison of FUJI to the other
similarity measures is given out in Fig. 3(b). For readability, we only show the results for ∆ = 1.
Once more, none of the other benchmark scores can detect the similarities from the very beginning of
the rankings. For instance, the Gamma score is quite unstable: it equals -1 at the beginning (up to 2
items), gradually increasing to 0.77 by the end. On the other hand, in the case of correlation, this is
only the case before the inclusion of the third item. Note that, FUJI and correlation are also the most
stable methods which further highlights the benefit of taking the ranking scores into account.
Two-part ranking. Consider three rankings r, s and t that rank the items as follows:
r : x1, . . . , xn/2, xn/2+1, . . . , xn
s : xn/2+1, . . . , xn, x1, . . . , xn/2
t : xn, . . . , xn/2+1, xn/2, . . . , x1
(we assume that n is an even number). Note that ranking t has the reversed order of ranking r, and
that ranking s is obtained from r by dividing it into two parts of length n/2 and reversing their order.
As a consequence, many relative positions of the items stay the same.
Direct computation shows that JACCARD(r, s, k) = JACCARD(r, t, k), for all k, even though, as
presented later in Proposition 1, ranking t is as distant from r as possible. The same holds for the
other similarity scores that do not take ranking scores into account. In contrast, in the case of FUJI
one can show that AUC FUJI(r, s) > AUC FUJI(r, t). Note that, this also holds for correlation.
3 Properties
We consider the following five properties of a similarity score [40]: 1) fully defined, 2) boundedness,
3) maximum, 4) correction for chance and 5) utility of ranking scores. The characterization of FUJI
and the other considered similarity scores, in terms of these properties, is given in Tab. 1.
Although the properties, presented in Section1, are intuitively desired, the illustrative scenarios in
Sec. 2.4 show that considering ranking scores as a property is beneficial. Since this may contradict
the monotonicity property, we omit monotonicity from the analysis. Note that, all the proofs of the
properties of the benchmark scores, except correlation, are presented in [40]. The properties proofs
for correlation are given in Appendix B.
3.1 Fully defined
Since the experiments (and illustrative examples) that we carried out to show the appropriateness of
FUJI deal with ranking and comparison of the sets of the top k ranked items, the definition of FUJI
given in Eq. 5 assumes that the sets Skr and S
k
s are of equal size k. However, it is obvious that the
definition can be easily generalized, so that FUJI is applicable to any pair of nonempty sets.
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(a) Similarity of the rankings from Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) (reversed).
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(b) Similarity of the rankings from Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) (correlated).
Figure 3: Values of the considered similarity measures for different numbers of top-ranked items
(x-axis), for (a) the reversed rankings, and (b) rankings of correlated items. For readability, the we
only showy the curves for ∆ = 1. The legend applies to both graphs. When the rankings have the
same length, nPOG, Kuncheva, Wald, and Pearson are guaranteed to return the same curves, therefore,
only nPOG curve is shown.
3.2 Boundedness and Maximum
We found the exact lower and upper bounds and specify conditions when they are achieved. Since
FUJI bases on JACCARD, we also highlight the important differences and similarities to the standard
JACCARD. The proofs of the propositions and the theorem are given in the supplementary material,
(Appendix A). To simplify the proofs and notation, we assume that we always compare two rankings
of the top k ranked items.
The upper bound of FUJI and JACCARD. FUJI and JACCARD have the same exact upper bound of 1.
For JACCARD, this immediately follows from the definitions (1) and and the fact that |A∪B| ≤ |A∪B|
for any two sets. Similarly, this follows for FUJI from definitions (4) and (5). As a consequence,
this also holds for AUC in Eq. (6). The reverse is also true: If the sets Skr and S
k
s of the items have
similarity 1, then Skr = S
k
s , hence AUC (r, s) = 1 if and only if rankr(xi) = ranks(xi) for all
items xi. Hence, the maximum property is also satisfied.
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Table 1: The properties of the similarity scores. (∗) Correction for chance in the case of FUJI and
JACCARD is further discussed in Sec. 3.3.
Score Fully defined Bounded Maximum Correction for chance Considers rank scores
FUJI X X X X∗ X
JACCARD X X X
Hamming X X X
POG X X X
nPOG X X X
Kuncheva X X X
Lustgarten X X X
Wald X X
Krízek X
CWrel X X
correlation X X X
Pearson X X X X
Gamma (γ) X X
The lower bounds of FUJI and JACCARD. Since the membership function µ is non-negative, a
trivial lower bound for FUJI (and JACCARD) as well as the derived AUC is 0. However, since
FUJI(r, s, n) = JACCARD(r, s, n) = 1, 0 is not the exact lower bound for all k. Next, we derive
the exact lower bounds and find minimizing pairs (if they exist) of rankings for which the bound is
achieved.
Proposition 1. When using JACCARD, the least similar ranking to a given referent ranking r is every
ranking s, such that ranks(xi) = n+ 1− rankr(xi).
The property ranks(xi) = n+ 1− rankr(xi) is actually the precise definition of a reversed pair of
ranking, presented in Sec. 2.4. The proof of the proposition shows also that no point of any JACCARD
curve can lay strictly below the curve that is computed from the two reversed rankings.
Proposition 2. Let S be the set of rankings generated by all permutations of the fixed scores s(i),
and r an arbitrary ranking. To the ranking r least similar element of S, as measured by FUJI, is the
ranking s, such that ranks(xi) = n+ 1− rankr(xi).
This is the strongest obtainable result, since infs AUC FUJI(r, s) is not achieved if the scores s(i)
are not fixed, as evident from (the proof of) the Proposition 3. If the scores are not fixed, we can
also find the lists s and t, such that i) rankr(xi) = n + 1 − ranks(xi), for all i, ii) rankr(xi) 6=
n + 1 − rank t(xi) for some i, and iii) rankings r and s are more similar than rankings r and t.
We can prove this constructively and find the smallest example for this. Let r = (1, 1/2, 1/3),
s = (1− 2ε, 1− ε, 1) and t = (α, 1, α2). One can verify that
lim
ε↘0
FUJI(r, s, 1) =
2
3
and lim
ε↘0
FUJI(r, s, 2) =
8
9
lim
α↗∞
FUJI(r, t, 1) =
1
6
and lim
α↗∞
FUJI(r, t, 2) =
5
9
therefore there exist ε small enough and α big enough, such that assumptions i)–iii) hold.
The lower bound for AUC. Given Proposition 1, it is clear that the minimal AUC value of a
JACCARD curve exists. By explicitly computing the values jk from the corresponding proof and
applying formula (6), we obtain
min
s
AUC (r, s) =
1
4(n− 1) ·
{
(n2 + 1)/n ; n is odd
n ; n is even
which converges to 1/4 when n→∞.
In the above computation, a crucial point is that JACCARD ignores the actual (relevance) ranking
scores. The case of FUJI taking into account these scores brings us to the following result.
Proposition 3. In the case of FUJI, the minimizing pair of rankings does not exist for any k < n.
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Consequently, this also holds for the AUC FUJI.
JACCARD is the exact lower bound for FUJI. The proof of the previous proposition leads to the
final result, showing that JACCARD is only a limit case of FUJI (also similarly for AUC JACCARD and
AUC FUJI):
Theorem 1. For every ε > 0 and any two orderings of items xi (defined by two permutations pi
and τ ), there exist rankings r = (r1, . . . , rn) and s = (s1, . . . , sn) with the following properties:
i) r and s respectively induce the same ordering of items as pi and τ , and ii) |FUJI(r, s, k) −
JACCARD(r, s, k)| ≤ ε, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
The theorem states that, given any two orderings of items, one can find two vectors of ranking scores
that respect these two orders and for which, the points of FUJI curve lie arbitrarily close to the
corresponding points of JACCARD curve. This happens when the ratios r(i)/r(i+1) and s(i)/s(i+1)
tend to go to infinity. In this case, FUJI approaches JACCARD from above, since we always have
FUJI(r, s, k) ≥ JACCARD(r, s, k).
3.3 Correction for Chance
Even though JACCARD as defined in Eq. 1 does not possess this property, it can be easily adapted
by computing the expected value e(k) = Epi[JACCARD(r, pi(r), k)] where the distribution of per-
mutation pi is uniform, and ranking r is arbitrary, since the scores are not taken into account
directly. For larger values of n, the exact computation may take some time, but one can instead use
eˆ(k) = k/(2n− k) which accurately approximates e(k).
Normalizing FUJI in the same manner would demand computing Er,s,pi[JACCARD(r, pi(s), k)]. This
implies knowing the distribution of the scores, since r and s cannot be arbitrary. When n is large, the
distribution is expected to be long-tailed (e.g., power law distribution), i.e., only a small proportion
of items would be relevant. However, the exact distribution should be determined separately per
use-case.
3.4 Considers ranking scores
Given Equations (4) and (5), it is evident that FUJI takes the ranking scores into account.
4 Applications
In this section, we demonstrate the capabilities of FUJI on the task of comparing feature ranking lists.
More specifically, we consider feature ranking tasks on 24 real-life classification datasets where the
values of the categorical target variable y depend on the values of numeric or categorical features xi:
APS failure [33], biodegradability [15], bladder [16], childhood [8], cmlTreatment [9],
coil2000 [51], colon-cancer [2], digits [57], diversity [14], dlbcl [44], gas drift [53],
genes [55], leukemia [18], madelon [20], mll [4], optdigits [3], OVA-Breast [48], p-gp [31],
p53 [10], pd-speech [43], QSAR degradation [36], sonar [19], srbct [25], and water-all
[14]. The datasets cover different domains: medicine (tumor analysis with gene expression data),
biodegradability of chemicals, failure prediction, handwriting recognition, etc. A summary of their
characteristics (in terms of the numbers of features and examples, and a brief description) is given in
the supplementary material (Appendix D).
We compare the performance of FUJI to three other similarity scores: JACCARD (it is the base
of FUJI), correlation (since it takes ranking scores into account) and Hamming (since as seen in
Sec. 2.4, exhibits similar performance to FUJI). The considered ordered lists, correspond to different
feature rankings produced by the following widely used algorithms (their parameters are given in
the parentheses): Relief [27] (15 neighbors of each instance are computed), Mutual Information
(MI) [28] (parameter-less), as well as two ensemble-based ranking scores Genie3 [23] and Random
Forest (RF) [6] (each computed from a random forest ensemble with 200 trees of unlimited depth
and feature subset size of
√
n).
We start our analysis with the average FUJI similarities across the all datasets. The lower-left triangle
in Fig. 5 presents the average AUC FUJI, while the upper-right depicts the average AUC JACCARD. The
curves consist of points (k, fk), for k ∈ {1, 2, 4, . . . , 2m, n} where m = floor(log2 n), in order to
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on genes dataset
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on genes dataset
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(c) Genie3 and RF rankings on p53 dataset
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(d) Relief and MI rankings on p53 dataset
Figure 4: Similarity of the rankings for the datasets genes (top row) and p53 (bottom row), for
different numbers k of top-ranked features (x-axis). We compare the ensemble-based rankings (left
column), and Relief and MI rankings (right column).
put more weight on the beginning of the ranking, which is typically of the highest interest. The
figure clearly shows that FUJI can detect similarities between the compared rankings, which is not
in case of JACCARD. In particular, we can observe that the two ensemble-based rankings are on
average the most similar. This makes sense since these two rankings are computed from the same
underlying ensemble classifier. The least similar are the RF and Relief rankings, i.e., the one that
uses an underlying classifier the most extensively, and the one that does not use it all. The level of
similarity for the remaining five pairs of rankings is approximately the same. In contrast, we can see
that JACCARD is practically unable to distinguish between different levels of similarity.
Next, we present the results per classification task. For brevity, here we only show tasks that consider
high-dimensional datasets, i.e., tasks on p53 dataset with 5408 features as well as on genes dataset
with 20531. The remaining results of the other classification tasks are given in Appendix D of the
supplementary material, and are in line with the conclusions presented here.
The comparison of the ensemble-based feature rankings on the genes dataset are presented in
Fig. 4(a). Comparing the RF and Genie3 ranking already shows the typical instability and pessimistic
values of JACCARD curves: since the first features of the rankings are different, the curve starts at 0,
quickly increases to 0.5 at k = 4 and drops again to 0.15 at k = 15. FUJI curve, on the other hand,
correctly estimate that the rankings are not that different. For example, x(1) in the Genie3 ranking
has rank 5 in the RF ranking, and taking the relevance scores into account, FUJI can detect this.
The relevance scores are taken into account also by correlation, however, we can see that this measure
is too strict since it measures the similarity of the sets via linear dependence of the corresponding
scores. Hamming similarity, on the other hand, is always too optimistic at the beginning of the
rankings if the number of features n is large, since it bases on the symmetric difference of the sets
Skr and S
k
s which is always small (compared to n) for the lower values of k, no matter how different
those sets are.
After the point k = 2117, the curves of FUJI, JACCARD and Hamming coincide. Inspecting the
actual feature relevance scores reveals that all curves meet at the same point because both ranking
algorithms consider the same majority of the features (cca. 18000) irrelevant (i.e., their relevance
score is 0). This is not surprising since these rankings are computed from the same ensemble model.
The "pessimistic" JACCARD estimates are again observed in the comparison of the MI and Relief
rankings in Fig. 4(b): Starting at 1 due to the identical top-ranked feature of the rankings, the
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Table 2: Comparison of highly ranked genes by MI and Relief with corresponding molecular function
annotation (if available).
Rank MI Gene name Description (GO) Relief Gene name Description (GO)
1 7964 HNF1A DNA binding 7964 HNF1A DNA binding
2 18381 TMPRSS15 scavenger receptor activity 19236 USF2 DNA-binding transfription factor activity
3 17109 SPCS3 peptidase activity 4773 DDX3X ATPase activity
4 5407 EFHC2 calcium ion binding 7896 HK3 ATP binding
5 18746 TRPM8 calcium channel activity 3921 CLRN2 calcium ion binding, cell adhesion
6 6816 GAK ATP binding 7965 HNF1B DNA binding
7 8349 IGSF9 Cell-cell adhesion mediation 8891 KDM5C DNA binding, dioxygenase activity
8 7992 HOMER1 G protein-coupled glutamate receptor binding 742 ANKS3 Unknown, potentially vasopressin signaling in the kidney.
9 5576 EMX1 DNA binding transcription factor activity 15301 RPS4X RNA binding
10 6593 FOS chromatin binding 19313 UTS2 signaling receptor binding
JACCARD curve decreases abruptly until the next feature is added to the intersection of top-sets at
k = 12. This is not the case for FUJI, which detects this feature already at k = 4 (when it is included
into the Relief top-set). At that very same point, its MI relevance (0.78) is still similar enough to the
relevance of x(4) in MI ranking (0.83).
Finally, we present the analysis on the p53 dataset (5408 features). Similarly, we start with the
comparison of the ensemble-based rankings (Fig. 4(c)). We can see that the Genie3 and RF ranking
for this dataset are substantially less similar as compared to the genes dataset. For instance, the
top-ranked feature identified by the RF-ranking has ten times lesser ranking score in Genie3-ranking
than its top-ranked feature. This is well reflected in FUJI and JACCARD curves. Similarly, to genes
dataset, this also holds when comparing Relief and MI rankings in Fig. 4(d). In the case of Hamming
and correlation, we cannot draw any firm conclusions from the curves.
4.1 A case study on The Cancer Genome Atlas dataset (TCGA)
To further justify the utility of FUJI, here we study the relation between FUJI and JACCARD on the
genes dataset. This dataset represents gene expression information for more than 20,000 genes.
Since, as presented in Figure 4(b), JACCARD and FUJI scores differ substantially we additionally
inspect the top-ranked genes in more detail. More specifically, we individually inspect the top-10
ranked genes by using the UniProt knowledge-base [50] and present this analysis along with the
corresponding functional annotation in Table 2.
It can be observed that the most relevant gene is in both cases HNF1A, a well-known oncogene (as
expected for this dataset). However, the remainder of the ranked genes differs when considering
JACCARD as opposed to FUJI. A more detailed inspection of the remaining nine genes reveals most
of them are related to DNA-binding processes or ion transport pathways. For instance, genes such
as HK3, HNF1B and CLRN2, as identified by Relief, have similar functional analogues in GAK,
TRPM8, EFHC2 and EMX1 as identified by Mutual Information-based ranking. More importantly,
by inspecting the remaining GO terms, all of the observed genes correspond to a similar subset of
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Figure 5: Comparison of the rankings via the AUC under the FUJI and JACCARD curve, averaged
over the 24 datasets.
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metabolic pathways, all related to DNA, ATP or major signaling processes. This comparison implies
that the two rankings should be similar, which is the case for FUJI, but not JACCARD.
5 Conclusion
In this study, we propose FUJI – a novel approach for measuring the similarity between ordered lists.
In particular, we showcased the theoretical properties of FUJI, proving its continuous-like nature,
which renders it more robust than its counterpart – the JACCARD index. Moreover, we empirically
show the advantage of using FUJI over JACCARD as well as over ten other benchmark scores on three
synthetic scenarios. Finally, we demonstrate its utility on a wide-range of real-world classification
tasks.
Note that, while in this study we limit our focus to only estimating the similarity of feature ranking
sets, the utility of FUJI is far greater. For instance, in the context of decision trees, it can be used
for measuring the tree similarity by evaluating the splits at each node. In more general terms, FUJI
can be also readily employed for comparing machine learning methods (in general) across multiple
performance metrics.
Another application of FUJI relates to the comparison of multiple node centrality measures in the
field of complex network analysis. Given the set of a network’s nodes, centralities pinpoint relevant
nodes. There are many existing centralities, and it is not entirely clear in what relation they emerge
on real-world networks. Moreover, recent advancements in natural language processing exploit the
notion of neural attention [52]. This mechanism yields real-valued scores for each token, which
we believe is a suitable scenario for FUJI. One of the potential uses relates to detection of bias
in contemporary language models. For instance, different fine-tuning scenarios potentially yield
different attention vectors for a given sentence. The FUJI could be used to detect, and group distinct
fine-tuning settings based on the similarity of the resulting attention vectors. In practice, apparent
biases, such as e.g., political or similar could emphasize different tokens and thus result in differences
when compared with FUJI.
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A Proofs
For completeness, we again give the equations that are present in the main document and are also
referenced here.
JACCARD(r, s, k) =
∣∣Skr ∩ Sks ∣∣ / ∣∣Skr ∪ Sks ∣∣ (11)
µFSkr (xi) =

1 ; xi ∈ Skr
ri/r(k) ; xi /∈ Skr ∧ r(k) > 0
0 ; otherwise
(12)
AUC FUJI(r, s) =
1
n− 1
(
f1 + fn
2
+
n−1∑
k=2
fk
)
. (13)
Proposition 4. When using JACCARD, the least similar ranking to a given ranking r is every ranking
s, such that ranks(xi) = n+ 1− rankr(xi).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that rankr(xi) = i, for all i. Let s′ be an arbitrary
ranking such that ranks′(x1) = k0 6= n, and let x` be the item with rank n. Let s be the ranking that
is obtained from s′ by exchanging the ranks of items x1 and x`. We show that ranking r is then more
similar to s than to ranking s′. We compare the intersection and union sizes from 11 in both cases, so
let be j′k = JACCARD(r, s
′, k) = i′k/u
′
k and j = JACCARD(r, s, k) = ik/uk. It holds that{
u′k = uk ∧ i′k = ik ; k < k0
u′k ≤ uk ∧ i′k ≥ ik ; k ≥ k0
. (14)
The case k < k0 is obvious since these parts of the rankings s and s′ coincide. For k ≥ k0, we know
that i) moving x1 to the last place (in the ranking) does not decrease the union size u′k as compared
to uk since x1 ∈ Skr , and ii) moving x` to the k0-th place might increase some union sizes uk by 1.
Thus, u′k ≤ uk. An analogous argument shows that i′k ≥ ik: i) moving x1 to the last place decreases
the intersection size i′k by 1, and ii) moving x` to the k0-th place might result in increasing it back.
Thus, j′k ≥ jk.
In the same manner, one proceeds to proving that ranks(xi) = n + 1 − rankr(xi), for i > 1.
Doing so, we only have to be more careful when proving Eq. (14), since, for example, if i = 2 and
ranks′(x2) = 1, moving x2 to the place n− 1 decreases u′k (but in that case, moving x` to the first
place increases it back).
Proposition 5. Let S be the set of rankings generated by all permutations of the fixed scores s(i),
and r an arbitrary ranking. To the ranking r least similar element of S is the ranking s, such that
ranks(xi) = n+ 1− rankr(xi).
As it shall be seen in the Proposition 6, infs AUC FUJI(r, s) is not achieved so there is no least similar
ranking. However, the upper claim can still be proved.
Proof. We repeat the argument from the proof of Proposition 4 and also use the notation where r
shall be the ranking such that rankr(xi) = i, for all i. The ranks of the items in the rankings s
and s′ are all equal except for the items x1 and x` such that ranks(x1) = ranks′(x`) = n and
ranks′(x1) = ranks(x`) = k0.
Since replacing JACCARD by FUJI score does not change the union sizes, one has to check whether
the inequality i′k ≥ ik still holds when k ≥ k0. Let Uk = Skr ∪ Sks and U ′k = Skr ∪ Sks′ . Note that
i′k

= ik ; x1, x` ∈ U ′k
≥ ik ; x1 ∈ U ′k ∧ x` /∈ U ′k
= ik ; x1, x` /∈ U ′k
by the similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4 with the difference that we are not adding or
subtracting only 0s and 1s but rather values of µ from Eq. 12. Note that only the upper three cases
need to be taken into account since the case x1 /∈ U ′k ∧ x` ∈ U ′k is impossible by construction.
Similarly, the proof can be completed by induction.
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Proposition 6. In the case of FUJI, the minimizing pair of rankings does not exist for any k < n.
Proof. If there is a minimizing pair of rankings r = (r1, . . . , rn) and s = (s1, . . . , sn), from
Proposition 5 follows that r1 > r2 > · · · > rn > 0 and 0 < s1 < s2 < · · · < sn. We prove the
claim for even values of n, since the odd-n case can be proven in the same manner. For a more
compact notation, we introduce the function G with four arguments: ranking t and three indices a, b
and c. It is defined as
G(t, a, b, c) =
1
ta
c∑
i=b
ti.
If we explicitly compute the scores fk = FUJI(r, s, k), for 1 ≤ k < n, we obtain
fk =
{
G(s,n−k+1,1,k)+G(r,k,n−k+1,n)
2k ; k ≤ n2
2k−n+G(s,n−k+1,1,n−k)+G(r,k,k+1,n)
n ; k >
n
2
.
Since G(t, a, b, c) > 0, the goal is to show that all values of G that appear above can be arbitrarily
close to 0. Note first that every index a appears at most once for each of the rankings r and s.
Therefore, we can choose ε > 0 and achieve ε ≥ G(t, a, b, c) for all appearing combinations
(t, a, b, c) by recursively defining the ranking scores si and ri as follows. First, we set s1 = 1.
Then, for k = n − 1, . . . , n/2 + 1, we express sn−k+1 from ε = G(s, n − k + 1, 1, n − k). By
doing so, it is assured that s1 < · · · < sn/2. For k ≤ n/2 one proceeds similarly, however,
ε = G(s, n− k + 1, 1, k) now returns only a candidate value for sn−k+1. This may need to to be
increased, to assure sn/2 < · · · < sn. Similarly, we construct the values ri.
This proof gives us an idea that leads to the final result that shows that JACCARD is only a limit case
of FUJI:
Theorem 2. For every ε > 0 and any two orderings of items xi (defined by two permutations pi
and τ ), there exist rankings r = (r1, . . . , rn) and s = (s1, . . . , sn) with the following properties:
i) r and s respectively induce the same ordering of items as pi and τ , and ii) |JACCARD(r, s, k)−
FUJI(r, s, k)| ≤ ε, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Proof. FUJI will be arbitrarily close to JACCARD when the additional terms that appear in FUJI
computation (such as the G values from the previous proof) go to 0. In order to achieve that, the FUJI
membership function µF (Eq. (12)) should be close to 0 for all items that are not in the intersection of
the two top-ranked items sets. Suppose xpi(1) and xτ(1) are the top-ranked items in the rankings r and
s respectively. Then, this can be achieved, for example, by setting rpi(1) = sτ(1) = 1 and defining
geometrically progressing scores rpi(i+1) = αrpi(i) and sτ(i+1) = αrτ(i) for some α (depending on
ε) small enough.
B Properties of Correlation
We have to show that correlation is not fully defined and does not possess the maximum property,
but that it possesses the properties bounded, correction for chance and considers rank scores.
The last property is obvious, so we will only give comments on the others.
Since the correlation can be computed only between two lists of the same size, it is not fully defined.
Its boundedness is also well known: it takes values from the interval [−1, 1].
Since the value 1 is achieved if and only if the two samples at hand are positively linearly dependent,
the same order of the items in the lists is not sufficient for achieving the maximal value. Thus,
correlation does not possess maximum property.
To show that it possesses the correction for chance, we take a similar approach to that when we
discussed this property for FUJI in the Section Properties.
Let c(r, s) denote the correlation between two rankings. We will compute the expected value
Er,s,pi[c(r, pi(s))], where the rankings r and s are such that r1 < r2 < · · · < rn and s1 < s2 <
· · · < sn.
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Note that
Er,s,pi[c(r, pi(s))] = Er,s [Epi[c(r, pi(s)) | r, s]] .
Since we do not know the distribution of the scores r and s, we rather show that the conditional
expectations over permutations equal 0. It suffices to show that
f(r, s, pi) =
∑
pi
∑
i
(ri − r¯)(spi(i) − s¯) = 0
where r¯ and s¯ are the average values of the corresponding scores. Indeed,
f(r, s, pi) =
∑
pi
∑
i
(ri − r¯)(spi(i) − s¯)
=
∑
i
∑
pi
(ri − r¯)(spi(i) − s¯)
=
∑
i
(ri − r¯)
∑
pi
(spi(i) − s¯)
=
∑
i
(ri − r¯)
(n− 1)!∑
j
sj
− n! · s¯

=
∑
i
(ri − r¯) · 0
= 0.
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C FUJI algorithm
We first prove its correctness and then analyze its time-complexity.
Algorithm 1 SimilarityCurve(r, s)
1: xs1 = items, sorted decreasingly w.r.t. r
2: xs2 = items, sorted decreasingly w.r.t. s
3: D = ∅ # symmetric difference of Skr1 and Skr
4: I = ∅ # intersection of Skr and Sks
5: curve = list of length n, initilized with 1-s
6: for k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 do
7: if r(k) = s(k) = 0 then
8: break
9: end if
10: for xs ∈ {xs1,xs2} do
11: x = xs[k]
12: if x /∈ D then
13: add x to D
14: else
15: move x from D to I
16: end if
17: end for
18: sizeI = |I|
19: for x ∈ D do
20: m1 = compute µSkr (x) via Eq. (12)
21: m2 = compute µSks (x) via Eq. (12)
22: sizeI += min{m1,m2}
23: end for
24: curve[k] = sizeI /(|I|+ |D|)
25: end for
26: return curve
Correctness. Given Snr = Sns for any two rankings, FUJI(r, s, n) = JACCARD(r, s, n) = 1. Thus,
the outer for loop’s upper bound can be n− 1.
Moreover, one can interrupt the iteration even earlier (line 8). In particular, if there exists a k, where
the lowest relevance score in both sets Skr and S
k
s (namely r(k) and s(k)) is 0, then also all the items
xi /∈ Skr ∩ Sks have score 0. This means that the membership function from Eq. 12 will result in 1 for
all xi ∈ Skr ∪ Sks , hence curve[k] = 1, yielding the rest of the computation redundant.
Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds as follows. For both ranking sets, one takes the k-th ranked item
x from both sets. If x has not been considered before in the previous iterations, i.e., have not been
ranked better by any of the rankings, is assigned to the symmetric difference D of the sets Skr and S
k
s
(line 13) Otherwise, since it has been previously assigned x ∈ D, it is moved to the intersection I of
these two sets (line 15).
After updating the sets D and I , one proceeds to computing the size of Skr ∩ Sks and Skr ∪ Sks .
Since Skr ∪ Sks is a disjunctive union of D and I , the latter is computed as |Skr ∪ Sks | = |D| + |I|.
To compute the final score, one has to first compute how much do the items x ∈ D additionally
contribute to the sizeI of the intersection I (Eq. 12). The correctness of the algorithm follows, since
max{µFSkr (x), µ
F
Sks
(x)} = 1.
Alg. 1 can be also utilized for computing the curve in the case of JACCARD by skipping the lines
19–23.
Time complexity. The algorithm first sorts items according to the rankings at its input. This has
O(n log n) complexity. Computing the FUJI curves, in the worst-case, needs O(n2) time. However,
in practice, such scenarios can be avoided when the early stopping criterion in line 8 applies, and by
optimizing the computation of the intersection size and operating only with I and D rather than with
Skr and S
k
s (thus avoiding to compute µ values equal to 1).
19
Moreover, additional optimization of the algorithm, without any particular loss of performance, can
be also achieved by computing the values curve[k] only for a subset of {1, . . . , n− 1} which is more
dense at smaller values. Such an optimization may even be preferred in practice, since one is mostly
interested in the top-ranked items and typically scores such as FUJI(r, s, k) and FUJI(r, s, k + 1)
are quite similar for large k. Moreover, computing AUC (Eq. (13)), while skipping some values of k,
effectively gives higher weight to the top of the ranking.
20
D Real-world experiments
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Figure 6: Number of data sets in this study (y-axis) according to the number of features (x-axis).
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Table 3: Datasets used in this work.
Name Features Examples Description
APS failure [33] 171 76000 APS failure prediction
biodegredability [15] 62 328 Biodegradability of commercial compounds
bladder [16] 5725 40 Identifying distinct classes of bladder carcinoma
using microarrays
childhood [8] 8281 110 Treatment-specific changes in gene expression dis-
criminate in vivo drug response in human leukemia
cells.
cmlTreatment [9] 12626 28 Identifying patients with chronic myeloid leukemia
that do not respond to standard imatinib treatment.
coil2000 [51] 86 9822 The Insurance Company Case.
colon-cancer [2] 2001 62 Broad patterns of gene expression revealed by clus-
tering analysis of tumor and normal colon tissues
probed by oligonucleotide arrays.
digits [57] 65 1797 Hand-written digit recognition
diversity [14] 87 292 Machine learning applications in biological classi-
fication of river water quality
dlbcl [44] 7071 77 The gene-expression based distinguishing between
Diffuse large B-cell lymphomas (DLBCL) and fol-
licular lymphomas (FL).
gas drift [53] 129 13910 Chemical gas sensor drift compensation using clas-
sifier ensembles, Sensors and Actuators
genes [55] 20532 801 This collection of data is part of the RNA-Seq
(HiSeq) PANCAN dataset.
leukemia [18] 5148 72 Molecular classification of cancer: class discovery
and class prediction by gene expression monitor-
ing.
madelon [20] 501 2000 Feature Extraction, Foundations and Applications.
Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing
mll [4] 12534 72 MLL translocations specify a distinct gene expres-
sion profile that distinguishes a unique leukemia
optdigits [3] 63 5620 Optical Recognition of Handwritten Digits
OVA-Breast [48] 10937 1545 Stability of ranked gene lists in large microarray
analysis studies
p-gp [31] 184 932 P-gp drug recognition induced from a cancer cell
line cytotoxicity screen.
p53 [10] 5409 31420 Predicting Positive p53 Cancer Rescue Regions Us-
ing Most Informative Positive (MIP) Active Learn-
ing
pd-speech [43] 754 756 Parkinson disease prediction from speech features
QSAR degradation [36] 42 1055 Quantitative Structure - Activity Relationship mod-
els for ready biodegradability of chemicals
sonar [19] 61 208 Analysis of Hidden Units in a Layered Network
Trained to Classify Sonar Targets
srbct [25] 2309 83 Classification and diagnostic prediction of cancers
using gene expression profiling and artificial neural
networks
water-all [14] 81 292 Machine learning applications in biological classi-
fication of river water quality
22
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on aps-failure data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on aps-failure data set
Figure 7: Similarity of the rankings for the data set aps-failure. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on biodeg-p2-discrete
data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on biodeg-p2-discrete
data set
Figure 8: Similarity of the rankings for the data set biodeg-p2-discrete. We make comparisons
of (a) the ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on bladderCancer data
set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on bladderCancer data
set
Figure 9: Similarity of the rankings for the data set bladderCancer. We make comparisons of (a)
the ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on childhoodAll data
set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on childhoodAll data set
Figure 10: Similarity of the rankings for the data set childhoodAll. We make comparisons of (a)
the ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on cmlTreatment data
set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on cmlTreatment data set
Figure 11: Similarity of the rankings for the data set cmlTreatment. We make comparisons of (a)
the ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on coil2000 data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on coil2000 data set
Figure 12: Similarity of the rankings for the data set coil2000. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on colon data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on colon data set
Figure 13: Similarity of the rankings for the data set colon. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on digits data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on digits data set
Figure 14: Similarity of the rankings for the data set digits. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on diversity-all data
set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on diversity-all data
set
Figure 15: Similarity of the rankings for the data set diversity-all. We make comparisons of (a)
the ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on dlbcl data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on dlbcl data set
Figure 16: Similarity of the rankings for the data set dlbcl. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on gasdrift data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on gasdrift data set
Figure 17: Similarity of the rankings for the data set gasdrift. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on genes data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on genes data set
Figure 18: Similarity of the rankings for the data set genes. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on leukemia data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on leukemia data set
Figure 19: Similarity of the rankings for the data set leukemia. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on madelon data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on madelon data set
Figure 20: Similarity of the rankings for the data set madelon. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on mll data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on mll data set
Figure 21: Similarity of the rankings for the data set mll. We make comparisons of (a) the ensemble-
based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on optdigits data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on optdigits data set
Figure 22: Similarity of the rankings for the data set optdigits. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on OVA-Breast data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on OVA-Breast data set
Figure 23: Similarity of the rankings for the data set OVA-Breast. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on pgp data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on pgp data set
Figure 24: Similarity of the rankings for the data set pgp. We make comparisons of (a) the ensemble-
based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on p53 data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on p53 data set
Figure 25: Similarity of the rankings for the data set p53. We make comparisons of (a) the ensemble-
based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on pd-speech-features
data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on pd-speech-features
data set
Figure 26: Similarity of the rankings for the data set pd-speech-features. We make comparisons
of (a) the ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on
QSAR-biodegradation data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on
QSAR-biodegradation data set
Figure 27: Similarity of the rankings for the data set QSAR-biodegradation. We make comparisons
of (a) the ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on sonar data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on sonar data set
Figure 28: Similarity of the rankings for the data set sonar. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on srbct data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on srbct data set
Figure 29: Similarity of the rankings for the data set srbct. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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(a) Genie3 and RF rankings on water-all data set
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(b) Relief and MI rankings on water-all data set
Figure 30: Similarity of the rankings for the data set water-all. We make comparisons of (a) the
ensemble-based rankings, and (b) Relief and MI rankings.
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